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Presentation Notes
Good Morning.State courts vary widely. If you know the federal courts --  their structure, the PACER case management system, their records -- then assume the opposite and you will begin to approximate the state courts. We'll spend about 30 minutes providing you with a high-level overview of:--state court structure--state court IT ecosystems--state court criminal recordsAnd leave the balance of our time for questions, answers, and discussion. If questions arise, feel free to pose them along the way, in Chat for our remote audience or by old school hand raising for those here in person. I'll start by offering a high-level overview of state court structures and governance. Paul Embley will follow with state court IT, and Nial Raaen will discuss state court criminal records.
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Here is the simplest version of a of state court structure. By trial court, we mean courts of first instance, where all infractions, misdemeanors, and felony cases begin. In this structure, all these case types begin and end in this single type of court. Only 5 state court systems are structured this way.
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This is two-tier court structure. The variation begins. In some states there is a strict division of labor, such that misdemeanors are heard in the lower or limited jurisdiction trial court, while felonies are heard in the upper or general jurisdiction court.The most common variant is for felony cases to have their first (preliminary) hearing in the lower court, and be bound over (sent up to) the general jurisdiction court. But every logical variant exists in terms of authority and role of the two levels of court. These two-tiers, with one type of court at each level, are the most common structure: 14 states share versions of it. Notice I am not using terms like superior, district, circuit, county, etc. to name these courts, because those terms and more are used to mean different things across the fifty states. 
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No? That is because for these 31 states, there is none. These are all versions of two-tier, but with numerous courts at the two levels (each big box is a type of general jurisdiction court, each small box a type of limited jurisdiction court). (The boxes are slightly jumbled, so you don't think of these as too logically organized!)The red boxes represent courts that hear criminal cases (along with other case types) at each level. The striped boxes mean that some of these courts in some of those states hear criminal cases. If you attended the case studies on expungement in Pennsylvania, Michigan, and Utah and are wondering where they are on this picture, look at the red arrows. So the first step in understanding how expungement might work is to understand your state court structure. The Court Statistics Project at the National Center for State Courts publishes clear structure charts for each state and you can find your state here:



Find Your State Court Structure Chart Here

www.courtstatistics.org



State Court Governance
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The second step is to understand the governance structure in your state. The various structures are governed by a mix of state and local authority, with a wild card in some states of locally elected clerks of court , who are outside but involved in this structure.Governance a mix of centralized (state) and decentralized (local) authority and fundingAuthority and $$$ shape information technologyTo tell us more about that, here is Paul Embley from the National Center for State Courts. 
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